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**Abstract:** This article will examine what we mean by the term ‘EU tort law’ and why it is important to recognise EU tort law both as a concept providing remedies to citizens in EU and national courts, but also as an area of law which, notably in the context of national courts, is under-theorised and in danger, therefore, of being incorrectly applied. EU tort law is subset of a broader category which may be termed ‘European tort law’. It crosses sectors as diverse as consumer, employment, competition and financial services law. It provides citizens with rights, often to compensatory damages, for breach of interests protected by EU law. Fundamentally, it plays a vital role in ensuring the effectiveness of EU law. It will be submitted that only by focussing on what we actually mean by EU tort law will we gain an understanding of its content and rules and be able to address problems in its application.

**I Introduction**

What do we mean by ‘EU tort law’ and why is this question important? Writing in the Journal of European Tort Law, it might be thought that the answer to this second question is self-evident – JETL describes its aim and objectives as ‘contribut[ing] to the analysis and development of tort law in Europe’¹ – but ‘tort law in Europe’ is a vague phrase and here is used deliberately to be inclusive. In reality, when we discuss ‘European tort law’, we are using an umbrella term to describe what the editor of this journal has called ‘a multi-layered concept with several planes of existence’² which include proposals for harmonised principles (such as the Principles of European Tort Law (PETL)),³ European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) tort law⁴ and EU Tort law itself. Ken Oliphant in his study identified two forms of EU tort law: (i) claims relating to the liability of EU institutions brought under art 340(2) Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU),⁵ where the case is brought before

⁵ ‘In the case of non-contractual liability, the Union shall, in accordance with the general principles common to the laws of the Member States, make good any damage caused by its institutions or by its servants in the
the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) to establish the non-contractual liability of the Union and obtain compensation for damage caused by unlawful acts and conduct committed by Union institutions and bodies, and (ii) cases brought against the Member State and private parties in the national courts. We may therefore define ‘EU tort law’ as tort law (and I use the term ‘tort law’ for convenience, but as synonymous with civil law notions of ‘non-contractual liability’) whose source is that of EU law, not the national legal system. While the liability of EU institutions under art 340(2) TFEU is perhaps the most obvious example of EU tort law – the Treaty specifically refers to ‘non-contractual liability’ and makes provision for reparation – this first category has received considerable attention from commentators and so will not form the focus of this article. In contrast, less attention has been directed to the second category of EU tort law claims: those where the source of liability is that of primary (Treaties) or secondary (Directives, Regulations) EU legislation or Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) case law, but where the law is applied, not by the courts of the EU, but by the national courts of Member States in line with the interpretation given by the CJEU. As will be seen, this second category is characterised by the fact that most claims will arise in sector-specific contexts in which the tortious remedy is part of a framework of rights given to EU citizens in the field of consumer law, employment, competition, financial services law and so on. As yet, there have been only limited attempts to identify a common binding factor: that these are all claims based on EU tort law.

My article will seek to rectify this omission and highlight the nature of EU tort law as applied by the national courts of the European Union. It will seek to draw together its disparate sources, identify problems which exist as to its application by the national courts and examine to what extent tensions still exist between the EU and the national courts in this field. EU tort law gives EU citizens the right to tortious remedies in the national courts. This presents a challenge to the autonomy of domestic tort law doctrine, but also to the courts to set aside their national modes of interpretation (‘national preferences’) and acknowledge a particular vision of tortious or non-contractual liability reflecting the values of EU law, notably that of enhancing the effectiveness of EU law itself. As this article will show, this

---


7 From a substantive perspective, however, the division is not water-tight. For example, art 340(2) TFEU (in its previous incarnation of art 215(2) EEC Treaty) proved influential in the key State liability cases of Joined Cases C-46/93 and C-48/93, 5.3.1996, Brasserie du Pêcheur SA v Bundesrepublik Deutschland and The Queen v Secretary of State for Transport, ex parte: Factortame Ltd, ECLI:EU:C:1996:79. See P Aalto, Public Liability in EU Law: Brasserie, Bergaderm and Beyond (2011).


9 See, however, H Koziol/R Schulze (eds), Tort Law of the European Community (2008). Kellner, however, concedes in his ‘Comparative Report’ that ‘the contributors to this project created “EC tort law”, which does not actually exist as a systematic body of law, by inferring general rules from assorted and very heterogeneous directives, regulations and judgments’ at 560.
exercise has not proven easy. It will be argued that the problems identified in this article can only be resolved if the courts (and lawyers generally) gain a clearer focus on the particular nature of EU tort law actions.

II Identifying EU tort law

At a basic level, we can define EU tort law as tort law, the source of which is EU, not national, law. It is law which, by virtue of membership of the European Union, becomes part of the national legal system and which supplements and, where necessary, supplants national principles of law. EU membership thus signifies that national law will be subject to the primary legislation (the Treaties) and secondary legislation (regulations, directives and decisions) of the EU. As supreme authority on matters of EU law, the CJEU also plays a significant role in fashioning seminal principles of the European legal order which define the very nature of the European Union, and in the creation of the internal market by requiring the removal of national trade barriers. Cases such as Francovich v Italian Republic and Courage Ltd v Crehan highlight the judicial activism of the CJEU as a source of remedial rights.

EU tort law, therefore, represents one specific example of domestic law changed by the EU legislation and case law. It is distinctive in that, primarily, it gives victims the right to bring a remedy in tort (or non-contractual liability) within the national court system. National courts are therefore dealing with claims for compensation whose source is not based on domestic legal provisions, but rather motivated by policies struck at EU, not national, level.

What this means in practice is that EU legislation, combined with the judicial activism of the CJEU, has created a body of law which national courts must apply, but which is not necessarily consistent with existing law nor using the familiar terminology of the national tort law system. A common lawyer and a German lawyer will look in vain in EU tort law for a ‘duty of care’ or geschützte Rechtsgüter found in iconic case law such as Donoghue v Stevenson or para 823(1) of the Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch (German Civil Code, BGB). A

10 The principal treaties being the Treaty on European Union (TEU) and Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). The rights, freedoms and principles set out in the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights also have the same legal value as the treaties: art 6(1) TEU.
11 Art 288 TFEU. Soft law also exists, for example, non-binding recommendations and opinions under art 288 TFEU.
12 See Craig/de Búrca (fn 8) 63. See also T Tridimas, The Court of Justice and judicial activism (1996) 21 European Law Review (EL Rev) 199.
15 It should be noted, however, that in some cases, competition law being a primary example, domestic law may have been remodelled to reflect EU law which leads to a substantial overlap at both levels.
17 ‘A person who, intentionally or negligently, unlawfully injures the life, body, health, freedom, property or another right of another person is liable to make compensation to the other party for the damage arising from this.’
French lawyer might find reference to a lien de causalité, but without any guarantee that it will be defined in the same way as the domestic doctrine.18 It is imported law, but one where the CJEU continues to govern its interpretation and indeed can give interpretative guidance through the art 267 TFEU preliminary reference procedure.19 We might view it, therefore, as a distinctive type of legal transplant20 where the donor retains control over the transplanted law.

Yet identification of this particular area of law is not always a straightforward exercise. In some cases, it is clear. For example, as stated above, art 340(2) of the TFEU expressly refers to the non-contractual liability of EU institutions. Equally, Directive 85/374/EEC on Product Liability21 makes it clear from its first recital that it concerns the liability of the producer for damage caused by the defectiveness of products. Regulations, such as the Rome II Regulation (EC) No 864/2007/EC22 on the law applicable to non-contractual obligations, are also obviously of relevance to tort law.23 It is important, however, to look beyond the headlines. While most domestic tort lawyers will be familiar with these provisions, EU tort law does not stop here. Judicial activism means that Treaty provisions such as arts 101 and 102 TFEU on competition law have been found to give rights to damages, albeit this is not formally stated in the Treaty itself.24 The decision of the Court of Justice in Courage,25 developed in Manfredi,26 makes it clear that the possibility of claiming compensatory damages is needed to encourage compliance with the obligations that arts 101 and 102 TFEU impose.27 As the CJEU stated in Courage:28

The full effectiveness of Article [101] of the Treaty and, in particular, the practical effect of the prohibition laid down in Article [101](1) would be put at risk if it were not open to any individual to claim damages for loss caused to him by a contract or by conduct liable to restrict or distort competition. Indeed, the existence of such a right strengthens the working of the [Union] competition rules and discourages agreements or practices, which are frequently covert, which are liable to restrict or distort competition. From that point of view, actions for damages before the national courts can make a significant contribution to the maintenance of effective competition in the [Union].

This quotation highlights both the importance and role of EU tort law in this field. It also stresses the contribution the national courts make in fulfilling the goals of EU law. In the absence of EU rules governing the matter, it is for the domestic legal system of each Member State to lay down the detailed procedural rules governing actions for safeguarding rights which individuals derive directly from EU law. These rules must not be less favourable than those governing similar domestic actions (principle of equivalence) and must not render practically impossible or excessively difficult the exercise of rights conferred by Union law (principle of effectiveness). On this basis, compensation for actual loss (damnum emergens) and loss of profit (lucrum cessans) plus interest must thus be made available in the national courts.

Equally, in its famous Francovich ruling, decided 27 years ago, the CJEU ruled that the remedy of state liability for violation of EU law was ‘inherent’ in the Treaty, and in Brasserie du Pêcheur Factortame, the ECJ specified the three conditions under which liability for violation of EU law would be established: (1) a rule of law intending to confer rights to individuals; (2) a sufficiently serious breach and (3) a direct causal link between the breach and the damage. Marie-Pierre Granger has commented that: ‘What lawyers call “Francovich liability” lies, together with the doctrines of direct and indirect effect and the obligation of Member States to provide effective judicial remedies, at the heart of the judge-made framework for the decentralized private enforcement of EU law. In other words, the case law of the CJEU must also be regarded as a significant source of EU tort law which is, by its very nature, evolving. The challenge for national courts is one of applying the law consistently with EU principles of non-discrimination and effectiveness, with reference to CJEU case law on the matter. This is very different to addressing national systems of precedent or adhering to the codal provisions found in the relevant civil code.

This is not, however, the only problem. Much of EU tort law has been developed by means of directives, which, in contrast to regulations, are not directly applicable into national law. On this basis, while binding as to the result to be achieved, directives permit the

---

30 CJEU C-453/99 Courage, para 29; C-295/04 Manfredi, paras 62, 95 and 100.
31 CJEU C-6/90 and C-9/90 Francovich, para 35.
32 CJEU joined cases C-46/93 and C-48/93 Brasserie du Pêcheur, para 42. For a critical analysis, see T Tridimas, Liability for breach of Community law: growing up and mellowing down? (2001) 38 CML Rev 301.
33 CJEU C-46/93 and C-48/93 Brasserie du Pêcheur, para 51.
34 Now codified in art 19(1) of the Treaty on the European Union (TEU).
36 Art 288 TFEU.
national authorities of each state to choose the form and method of their transposition. This gives states valuable flexibility, permitting them to find the best means of integrating the new laws into their legal system and, if necessary, amending the wording to one more likely to reflect their own legal terminology. This is, however, a fine line: too much divergence can lead to enforcement proceedings by the Commission under art 258 TFEU, as the UK and France found out in relation to their transposition of the Product Liability Directive. Relying on directives does mean that key decisions, such as the wording of the provision and how it is to be integrated into national law, lie with the State. Even where states ‘copy out’ the wording of the instrument in question, the means by which it is implemented are likely to vary from state to state. While transposition may make the source of rights obvious, for example, sec 1(1) of the UK Consumer Protection Act 1987 makes express reference to the directive, it is more commonly less obvious, for example, by placing new provisions in pre-existing codes, legislation or consolidating legislation or in secondary legislation such as a statutory instrument. Consider, for example, the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations SI 1999/3242 in UK law, which are part of numerous regulations which implement EU Health and Safety Directives, but give little indication in their title of their EU source. Minimum harmonisation directives also may make little impact on systems where the rights in question are already protected and therefore little, or no, change to national law is required, although the Commission and CJEU have expressed concern that such an approach would not achieve the clarity and precision needed to meet the requirement of legal certainty, particularly in the field of consumer protection.

A further difficulty lies with the sector-specific nature of the directives. Here, tort liability may be simply part of the overall scheme of protection. Tortious remedies have arisen as a result of EU intervention in areas as varied as consumer, competition, employment, non-discrimination, intellectual property, insurance and financial services law.

38 The wording must, however, reflect the content of the directive. The case law of the CJEU has indicated that the transposition of a directive into domestic law does not necessarily require that its provisions be incorporated formally and verbatim in express, specific legislation, provided that the transposition does guarantee the full application of the directive in a sufficiently clear and precise manner: see ECJ 9.4.1987, 363/85 Commission v Italy, ECLI:EU:C:1987:196, para 7.
41 ‘(1) This Part shall have effect for the purpose of making such provision as is necessary in order to comply with the product liability Directive and shall be construed accordingly.’
42 ‘(1) This Part shall have effect for the purpose of making such provision as is necessary in order to comply with the product liability Directive and shall be construed accordingly.’
and yet are not perceived as contributing to ‘national’ tort law. Horton Rogers commented accurately that: 44

where there is [EU] activity in a particular area it may follow that there are provisions of [EU] law which would or might be classified by the municipal lawyer as ‘tort’ but they are essentially interstitial and, looked at from a broad tort viewpoint, appear almost random.

In the field of financial services, for example, the professional liability of investment advisers has been affected by the implementation of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) 45 and the MiFID implementing Directive. 46 Keith Stanton has observed that few English tort lawyers are aware that EU financial services directives lay the foundation for a body of law which grants significant protection to purchasers of financial products. 47 This is despite the fact that sec 138D(2) of the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 48 provides a remedy for persons damaged by significant examples of mis-selling of financial products. 49 Jule Mulder has noted similar issues arising in relation to the transposition of the EU equality directives in Germany. Here, as interpreted by the CJEU, the directives have led to the development of new claims in tort at a national level. The need for effective and equivalent remedies has contributed to the development of new non-contractual claims in damages and yet this is seen simply as a matter of employment, not tort, law. 50 These are but two examples of a wider problem of the breadth of remedial intervention due to EU law which, as Oliphant has commented, ‘is a larger and more significant category than is commonly appreciated’. 51

The influence on national tort law may also be indirect. There has been, for example, considerable controversy on how the EU insurance law directives might impact on the national rules relating to personal injuries claims against negligent drivers, notably in the context of defences raised against claimants, 52 but also in the context of Francovich liability claims against the State. 53 Perhaps surprisingly, however, EU tort law does not extend to environmental law. Here Directive 2004/35/EC on Environmental Liability establishes a framework based on the polluter pays principle to prevent and remedy environmental

48 This makes actionable as a species of the tort of breach of statutory duty failure to comply with certain rules laid down in the handbooks issued by the bodies which regulate the industry.
damage.\textsuperscript{54} Its focus is on administrative regulation, based on the powers and duties of public authorities, rather than civil liability. Further, the courts have acknowledged that the environmental directives do not grant rights to individuals and are insufficiently precise and unconditional to generate ‘direct effect’ before the national courts.\textsuperscript{55} Not all directives, therefore, give rise to EU tort law even if they may be said in a loose sense to be attempting to ‘remedy a wrong’.

Some of the blame for the lack of visibility of EU tort law lies, however, with the EU itself. Directives are often the result of compromises between states in Council\textsuperscript{56} with the final version of the directive lacking detail, notably in the field of remedies.\textsuperscript{57} The 1985 Product Liability Directive is unusual in setting out in art 9 the kind of damage recoverable under the Directive, but even this is without prejudice to national provisions relating to non-material damage. Lack of detail may also represent an attempt to demonstrate cultural sensitivity, for example, in respecting the fact that the division between contract and tort law might not be the same in every Member State or where states have divergent policies on matters such as pure economic loss. This highlights an underlying competence issue: as EU law must respect the Member States’ rights to administrative self-organisation and to procedural autonomy – subject only to the general requirements of effectiveness and equivalence of remedies – this will limit how far directives can go, unless (exceptionally) their core matter is that of remedies.\textsuperscript{58} While flexibility does facilitate harmonisation of laws in the very different legal systems of the EU,\textsuperscript{59} the net result is that it makes it more difficult for national courts to apply remedies consistently and to ascertain whether a tortious remedy is appropriate.

The Unfair Commercial Practices Directive 2005/29/EC\textsuperscript{60} provides a good illustration of these concerns. The Directive provides for a blanket ban on unfair commercial practices, but does not mention the word ‘tort’ (or any civilian equivalent) in either its provisions or its recitals. Nevertheless, it, de facto, provides a remedy for economic torts in that it covers the


\textsuperscript{57} See eg art 17 of Council Dir 2000/78/EC establishing a general framework for equal treatment in employment and occupation [2000] OJ L 303/16: ‘Member States shall lay down the rules on sanctions applicable to infringements of the national provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive and shall take all measures necessary to ensure that they are applied. The sanctions, which may comprise the payment of compensation to the victim, must be effective, proportionate and dissuasive. Member States shall notify those provisions to the Commission by 2 December 2003 at the latest and shall notify it without delay of any subsequent amendment affecting them’ (emphasis added). Prechal notes, (in 56), that often the only explanatory text the implementing authorities can rely on is the directive’s preamble, often expressed in non-committal terms.

\textsuperscript{58} Thank you to Albert Sanchez Graells for highlighting this point.


entire pre-contractual, contractual and post-contractual decision-making process for consumers.\textsuperscript{61} Christine Riefa and Séverine Saintier have commented that the absence of the notion of ‘tort’ in the Directive is all the more surprising in that it requires, at art 11(2), Member States to offer ‘tort-like’ remedies, including interim as well as final injunctions for the cessation or prevention of unfair commercial practices.\textsuperscript{62} The editorial to a special edition of the Journal of European Consumer and Market Law in 2015 commented that 10 years after the entry into force of the Directive, its impact on the respective private laws of Member States remained unclear with some national legislators introducing special provisions for consumers harmed by unfair commercial practices, but others still debating the issues: ‘As a question of the relationship between general contract, tort and unfair competition law…is far from being answered in a clear, coherent and satisfying way.’\textsuperscript{63} As a result, while some states, such as Austria, implemented the Directive as part of the national tort law in its pre-existing rules on unfair competition,\textsuperscript{64} other Member States incorporated the rules without identifying whether the rules fell within the remit of tort, contract or any other category of law,\textsuperscript{65} or adopted, in the case of the UK, a narrow approach. The UK only introduced a private right of action in 2014 under the amended Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2014\textsuperscript{66} in the form of a right to unwind the contract, a right to get a discount and a right to claim damages. Here, despite the fact that the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive is one of maximum harmonisation,\textsuperscript{67} lack of specificity in the directive itself has led to confusing divergence in the national implementation of an instrument seeking to offer consumers protection in a market where they are particularly vulnerable.

The above shows that the visibility of EU-sourced tort law rights has, in certain cases, been diminished by the nature of transposition (absorption into existing legislation or codes, using wording which gives little or no indication of its EU source, or making little or no impact where national law is deemed to match EU minimum standards) and by a failure to specify with sufficient clarity at EU level that tortious/non-contractual liability is intended to result. The outcome is that Member States treat the law as sector-specific and consider it in its particular context such as employment, financial services, consumer protection law etc.

\textsuperscript{61} See Recital 13: ‘In order to support consumer confidence the general prohibition should apply equally to unfair commercial practices which occur outside any contractual relationship between a trader and a consumer or following the conclusion of a contract and during its execution.’


\textsuperscript{65} Eg France, Italy or Malta.


\textsuperscript{67} See Recitals 14, 15, 5 UCP Directive.
Once absorbed into the particular sector, the laws’ EU origins become less conspicuous and simply seen as part of the way these sectors are regulated.

It might be argued that this does not matter so long as citizens are able to gain the benefits intended by the legislation. This, however, is the point. If States are not granting tortious remedies because the legislation does not make it clear or the law in question has been absorbed into sector-specific national law without any recognition of its source, then the law is not being applied correctly. If there is a remedy provided by EU tort law, then it must be applied accordingly to EU law, that is, with non-discriminatory and effective remedies, with reference to relevant case law of the CJEU and with an obligation under art 267(3) TFEU to make preliminary references arising under EU law (and subject to Köbler state liability).68 Put bluntly, EU tort law is governed by EU law. There is a distinct danger in such cases that the law is absorbed into the national system and national modes of interpretation are adopted. This is far from complying with the broad duty placed on national courts to interpret national law in such a way so as to ensure the full effectiveness of EU law and achieve the objectives pursued by particular EU Directives.69

III EU tort law in the national court: Interpretation and policy

EU tort law gives citizens important rights which, because of their disparate nature, often lack visibility. Identifying EU tort law is, therefore, not necessarily a straightforward exercise. While at times obvious, at other times it may be found on the outposts of consumer, financial services or employment law, with little or no recognition of the unifying concept of ‘EU tort law’. In this section, I will argue that the identification of this unifying concept is an important first step, but that the courts also need to appreciate the distinctive characteristics of EU tort law if they are to ensure the correct application of the law. It is supranational and domestic courts must give legal effect to its provisions and, where necessary, bring domestic law into line with EU law.70 Domestic tort law can remain provided it does not conflict with EU law. While most legal systems have sought to identify obvious conflicts with national law, for example, in relation to the strict liability provisions of the Product Liability Directive, there is a danger that less obvious forms of EU tort law will not be addressed in this way.

The failure of national legal systems to address the distinctive nature of EU tort law has led to two main difficulties which will be addressed below:


69 CJEU 5.10.2004, Joined cases C-397/01 to C-403/01, Pfeiffer v Deutsches Rotes Kreuz ECLI:EU:C:2004:588, paras 114 and 116.

(i) How to ensure the courts interpret EU tort law correctly
(ii) Identifying to what extent the underlying policy basis of EU tort law conflicts with the tort law values of the Member State.

A Interpreting EU tort law correctly

Domestic courts then, when applying EU tort law, must put aside national preferences in favour of the supremacy of EU law. In the case of maximum harmonisation directives, such as the Product Liability Directive and Unfair Commercial Practices Directive, the courts will be applying a harmonised set of rights which provide uniform protection for consumers regardless of where in the EU the tort took place. These are important goals, not aspirations, but it is not always clear that the national courts appreciate this fact. This is not, however, to suggest that this is necessarily a simple exercise. EU law brings with it new modes of reasoning and interpretation. Gerard Conway has noted the difficulties which national courts face:

The ECJ has never set out a systematic scheme of interpretative principles, giving ordinary meaning any degree of priority, and varying approaches can be found in the case law … In its actual practice, the ordinary meaning of the text is just one consideration for the Court; objects and purposes and systemic Treaty concerns also figuring prominently.

The use, for example, of purposive or teleological reasoning in the judgments of the CJEU, is one which presents particular challenges for common lawyers in that it does not reflect their traditional way of reasoning. The CJEU in CILFIT stated that ‘every provision of [EU] law must be placed in its context and interpreted in the light of the provisions of [EU] law as a whole, regard being had to the objectives thereof and to its state of evolution at the date on which the provision in question is to be applied’. Conway remarks on the clash between modes of interpretation based on the ordinary meaning of specific provisions and those which tend towards purposive, systemic interpretation gearing at a high level of generality towards advancing the general purpose of the Treaties. This requires judges (and lawyers generally) to identify the distinct nature of EU tort law and to recognise that different methods of reasoning and indeed sources (notably decisions of the CJEU) will be applicable. Stephen Weatherill has commented on the difficulties this raises for national private lawyers who are expected to adapt to EU law methods after decades of perceiving EU law as, more or less, an enterprise engaged in creating new or extended patterns of public law.

73 On the distinctive nature of the reasoning of the CJEU, see J Komárek, Legal reasoning in EU law, in: D Chalmers/A Arnulf (eds), The Oxford Handbook of European Union Law (2015); G Beck, The Legal Reasoning of the Court of Justice of the EU (2013).
75 Conway (fn 72) 147.
Assistance in interpretation does, however, exist. Article 267 TFEU gives the CJEU jurisdiction to make preliminary rulings concerning the interpretation of Treaties and other acts of EU institutions. Article 267(3) provides that a court of final instance must bring any such matter of interpretation before the Court. The preliminary reference procedure has been described as the ‘jewel in the Crown’ of the Court’s jurisdiction, shaping the relationship between national and EU courts. Its aim is to contribute to the unity and coherence of the EU legal system, but also offer a direct contact – a bridge – between national legal systems and the EU legal system. It provides a tool, therefore, to assist national courts in interpreting EU-sourced law correctly. It also, as Clelia Lacchi has observed recently, serves to ensure the effective judicial protection of citizens’ rights under EU law. The aim, therefore, is for national courts across the EU to engage in uniform interpretation of the provisions of EU law, assisted by the art 267 TFEU preliminary reference procedure.

Yet, in practice, a number of commentators have observed that this procedure is not working well. National courts remain reluctant to make art 267 references, despite the potential for Köbler state liability from an unwarranted failure to do so. A judicial willingness to rely on the acte clair doctrine, which permits national courts to decline to refer questions on the basis that the point is clear or already decided by the CJEU, means that the art 267 procedure is far from operating at an optimal level. In her study of the Product Liability Directive, Fidelma White found that since Directive 85/374 was adopted, it has given rise to only two references from a UK court (concerning the same matter) and none from an Irish court. Her search of the Curia website showed that the total number of preliminary rulings directly concerning Directive 85/374, to date, was only nine. The UK

77 Guidelines on the preliminary reference procedure also exist: see, most recently, Recommendations to national courts and tribunals, in relation to the initiation of preliminary ruling proceedings OJ C 439, 25.11.2016, 1–8, which ‘serve as a reminder of the essential information characteristics of the preliminary ruling procedure and to provide courts and tribunals making references to the Court ... with all the practical information required in order for the Court to be in a position to give a useful reply to the questions referred’. Note, in particular, para 5: ‘A reference for a preliminary ruling may, inter alia, prove particularly useful when a question of interpretation is raised before the national court or tribunal that is new and of general interest for the uniform application of EU law, or where the existing case-law does not appear to provide the necessary guidance in a new legal context or set of facts.’

78 Craig/de Bárca (fn 8) 464.

79 See, generally, M Broberg/N Fenger, Preliminary References to the European Court of Justice (2nd edn 2014).

80 P Aalto, Publication review: preliminary references to the European Court of Justice (2016) 41 EL Rev 135.


82 See M Broberg, National courts of last instance failing to make a preliminary reference: the (possible) consequences flowing therefrom (2016) 22(2) European Public Law (EPL) 243. Kornezov has also observed that the mechanisms to enforce the art 267(3) obligation are less than effective in practice: A Kornezov, The new format of the acte clair doctrine and its consequences (2016) 53 CML Rev 1317.

83 See Case 283/81 CILFIT (fn 74) and, more recently, CJEU 9.9.2015, C-160/14, Ferreira da Silva v Estado português, ECLI:EU:C:2015:565. The court may also decline to refer where the answer to the question cannot affect the outcome of the case.


Supreme Court infamously in *Office of Fair Trading v Abbey National Plc* relied on the *acte clair* doctrine and refused to make an art 267 reference in circumstances where it disagreed with the interpretation of the law by four experienced judges in the courts below. This is not simply a common law problem, however. Lock notes similar tendencies, for example, in Germany. While there have been some interesting studies which seek to identify factors that could explain why the courts of some EU Member States are more likely than others to refer preliminary references to the CJEU, the fact remains that such reluctance represents a missed opportunity to clarify the rules of EU tort law and render the law easier to apply at a national level.

There is a danger, therefore, of what I term ‘national preferences’, that is, resort to domestic rules of legal interpretation and methodology being utilised in applying the rules of EU tort law. This may be inadvertent – a lower court may not appreciate that the rule in question has a source in EU law (the identification problem raised above) or lack the resources to engage with a study of EU law. Alternatively, it may be due to a lack of detail in the legislative instrument in question where matters such as remedies may be left to the national court (although subject, of course, to the principles of non-discrimination and effectiveness). We cannot dismiss, however, the possibility that the national courts themselves may be reluctant to engage fully with CJEU jurisprudence. All of these factors serve to diminish the importance of EU tort law within the national legal system and threaten its coherent and uniform interpretation across the EU.

B Identifying the underlying policy rationale of EU tort law

Even if EU tort law is identified as such, one further difficulty in applying the law is that of understanding the policy objectives underlying the decision to provide a tortious remedy in EU law. National legal systems have well-established systems of tort law which have evolved over time and possess their own distinctive policy objectives. Faced with tortious/non-contractual liability, there is a clear risk that national courts will resort to familiar methods of tort law analysis without considering whether an EU dimension is involved. This will, however, only be a problem if differences exist between the underlying policy objectives of domestic tort law and that of EU tort law.

Unfortunately, differences do exist. Consider, for example, the seminal question of fault. When we think of national tort law, our starting point is generally that of fault-based liability, as seen in art 1240 of the *Code civil*, para 823 of the BGB, art 1902 of the *Código Civil* and so on. While risk-based analysis may encourage a movement towards strict or stricter liability, fault does seem to lie at the heart of any system of tort. Fault, therefore, has

---

traditionally been considered to be the most important and most general prerequisite to, and the basis of, tortious liability.\footnote{P Widmer (ed), Unification of Tort Law: Fault (2005).} In contrast to this domestic picture, EU tort law does not conform to a fault-based liability regime. The product liability regime is, for clear reasons of policy, one of strict liability. The condition of ‘sufficiently serious breach’– needed to establish Francovich liability\footnote{See C-46/93 and C-48/93 Brasserie du Pêcheur, para 56. P Giliker, The Europeanisation of English Tort Law (2014) 99–103.} and the institutional liability of the EU\footnote{See eg S van Raepenbusch, La convergence entre les régimes de responsabilité extracontractuelle de l’Union européenne et des États membres (2012) 12 ERA Forum 671, 680 f.} – does not require proof of fault. An obligation to remedy infringement of competition law arises independent of fault,\footnote{See CJEU 22.10.2015, C-194/14 P, AC-Treuhand AG v Commission, EU:C:2015:717, para 31, with reference to Dansk Rørindustri and Others v Commission, C-189/02 P, C-202/02 P, C-205/02 P to C-208/02 P and C-213/02 P, EU:C:2005:408, paras 142 and 143 showing a passive infringement. See Odudu/Sanchez Graells (fn 27) 160–162.} while EU equality directives create a system of objective or strict liability and CJEU case law has clearly held that liability cannot depend on the employer’s fault.\footnote{CJEU 8.11.1990, C-177/88, Dekker v Stichting Vormingscentrum voor Jong Volwassenen (VJV-Centrum) Plus ECLI:EU:C:1990:383. See also CJEU 22.4.1997, C-180/95, Draehmpanehl v Urania Immobilienservice OHG, ECLI:EU:C:1997:208, para 21.} Fault does not lie at the core, therefore, of EU tort law.

What we can say then is that EU tort law represents a regime where *wrongfulness* will be determined by examining the aims and objectives of the legal instrument which grants the citizen a right to sue for a tortious remedy. The question is not what are the actions of the reasonable person, but how to ensure the effectiveness of EU law. This presents a real challenge for systems premised on the centrality of fault. Ken Oliphant in his fascinating study of public authority liability across Europe noted that this divided systems – while some systems treated public authority liability as based on *unlawfulness* (which some commentators termed ‘strict liability’), others remained explicitly committed to *fault-based liability*.\footnote{K Oliphant, The liability of public authorities in comparative perspective, in: K Oliphant (ed), The Liability of Public Authorities in Comparative Perspective (2016) para 31.} It is self-evident, therefore, that the more the national system of tort law rests on notions of fault and is reluctant to hold public institutions (including the courts) liable to individuals for damages, the more difficult the courts will find the correct interpretation of EU law. There is a clear danger, therefore, that national preferences will encourage the courts to find ‘fault-like’ conduct to justify liability, hence undermining the uniformity of EU tort law.

A second source of tension arises from the distinctive policy objectives of EU tort law, which waver between those of market integration and victim/consumer protection. EU tort law exists to render EU law more effective and to provide citizens with effective and non-discriminatory remedies. Its goal, therefore, is *not* necessarily primarily that of compensation, but that of rendering EU law more effective. On this basis, while offering compensation for injured parties, it may nevertheless give greater priority to matters relating to the internal market and free movement. Guido Comparato has observed that EU directives are characterised by an economic functionalist approach: ‘their fundamental aim is the establishment of the common market and other objectives appear as subordinate to the
former’. What this means is that in awarding remedies for breach of EU tort law, the courts do not simply pursue the goal of compensation, but also other goals notably that of deterring defendants from breaching EU law. For national courts, this may be baffling. A tortious remedy is regarded per se as providing a means of compensation to the victim and so national preferences are logically going to focus on victim protection. In contrast, the uniform application of the law requires the national courts to interpret EU tort law purposively in the light of its aims and objectives and with the guidance of the CJEU. The very distinctiveness of EU tort law renders it a threat to national remedial traditions and, on this basis, its isolation and confinement to sector-specific remedial frameworks is perhaps a natural response to this threat.

This may be clearly seen in the context of competition law. Oke Odudu and Albert Sanchez Graells have observed that, at least in part, the private enforcement of competition law is intended to promote general deterrence. This is particularly so in the case of stand-alone private damages claims, where the damages action is intended to achieve both a deterrent and a compensatory effect. Yet even in the case of follow-on actions (which form the majority of cases) where private claimants seek damages on the back of a prior public enforcement decision and where the goal of the action is therefore solely compensatory, they note that the case law of the CJEU is influenced by the goal of deterring competition infringements when prescribing procedural and substantive standards. We can see similar tensions in product liability law where the policy of EU law has resulted in a reduction of the scope of compensation. In Commission v France, therefore, taking the view that Directive 85/374 should be treated as a maximum harmonisation directive, the CJEU precluded France from granting more generous protection to consumers. This was premised on the view that to ensure undistorted competition between traders, to facilitate the free movement of goods and to avoid differences in the level of consumer protection, the Directive must be seen as a maximum harmonisation directive. This is consistent with the stated constitutional basis of the Product Liability Directive (art 100 of the EEC Treaty). While more recent directives have relied primarily on the (qualified majority vote) art 114 TFEU for their constitutional basis, the issues are similar: the EU has the power to regulate those elements of private law which create obstacles to trade in the internal market. Where, therefore, the constitutional basis for intervention is that of enhancing the internal market, then there is a clear risk that

99 Odudu/Sanchez-Graells (fn 27) 156. See Communication from the Commission on quantifying harm in actions for damages based on breaches of art 101 or 102 of the TFEU (OJ C 167/19, 13.6.2013) para 1.
100 That is, where private claimants seek to demonstrate an infringement of competition law that has not been the object of a previous public enforcement decision.
101 See Odudu/Sanchez-Graells (fn 27) 182.
104 The Council shall, acting unanimously on a proposal from the Commission and after consulting the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee, issue directives for the approximation of such laws, regulations or administrative provisions of the Member States as directly affect the establishment or functioning of the common market (emphasis added). See now art 115 TFEU.
improved consumer protection will be subordinated to the desire to establish an integrated economic space in Europe.\textsuperscript{105}

Undeniably, therefore, EU-sourced tort law, as interpreted by the CJEU, establishes a different conceptual framework to that found in national tort law. Its objectives are, understandably, linked to that of the European Union itself. It is not solely victim-led nor focused on principles of full compensation, but far more nuanced. When examining EU legislation whose objectives are expressly stated to be those of addressing distortions in competition and removing barriers to trade, it is important to have these goals in mind. While the CJEU is not always consistent in the balance drawn between conflicting policy goals,\textsuperscript{106} we can identify a clear policy thread linking the goal of EU tort law to compensate private individuals whose rights have been infringed through breach of EU law with that of its justification: that it represents a means of rendering EU law more effective and promoting the values of the internal market by means of the creation of individual rights.

C A way forward?

Given, therefore, the distinctive character of EU law, integration into sector-specific law runs a clear risk of misunderstandings or misinterpretation of the law. EU tort law will, as the above analysis suggests, potentially clash with national perceptions of the goals and objectives of tort law due to its primary objective of increasing the effectiveness of EU law. There is a sense in European systems that this has been recognised to a certain extent. In the United Kingdom, for example, product liability is seen as separate from ordinary negligence claims – it is placed in a distinct part of a consumer welfare statute which expressly refers to the Directive. Keith Stanton, in his study of the impact of EU financial services directives on UK law, also noted a similar approach in this sector, where the tort law arising from the transposition of financial services directives is loosely classified as the tort of breach of statutory duty, but nevertheless treated as giving rise to distinct claims.\textsuperscript{107} Jule Mulder has found parallels in Germany in relation to the transposition of the Equal Treatment directives, where the adoption of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) has reduced the importance of claims in tort and instead developed a distinct European non-contractual claim for damages.\textsuperscript{108} Few, if any, of the classic tort (or obligations) textbooks offer coverage of EU tort law and this serves to highlight the limited impact of EU tort law on mainstream tort law teaching and doctrine.

The question remains whether this is enough to ensure the correct interpretation and application of EU tort law. In The Europeanisation of English Tort Law, I highlighted case law which suggested that the English courts still show an inclination to revert to cost/benefit

\textsuperscript{106} See O Cherednychenko, Private law discourse and scholarship in the wake of the Europeanisation of private law, in: J Devenney/M Kenny (eds), The Transformation of European Private Law (2013) 149. Consider, also, the different CJEU decisions on the meaning of ‘consumer’: see D Leczykiewicz/S Weatherill (eds), The Images of the Consumer in EU Law (2016).
analysis in applying the law relating to defective products,\textsuperscript{109} and to fault when applying the ‘sufficiently serious breach’ test,\textsuperscript{110} even when they appreciate the distinctiveness of EU tort law. In other cases, where EU tort law has been integrated into national sectorial law, it demonstrates its chameleon-like qualities, fitting into, often uncomfortably, national sectorial law and taking the colour of its context – the law relating to consumer, employment, financial services etc – rather than being seen collectively as providing tortious remedies for EU citizens.

My argument, therefore, is that if we are to address the problems raised in this article, then more critical analysis of this area of law is needed. The concept of EU tort law needs to be defined, recognised and its unifying characteristics identified. It is not enough that it is there ‘somewhere’ in the legal system. Coherent and consistent application of EU tort law requires greater recognition of its key characteristics and the challenges it presents to national courts. Conceptualising EU tort law means that we are forced to address key questions as to its role within the national tort law framework and the extent to which the tort law systems of EU Member States are moving towards common values dictated by EU law. It should trigger also greater use of the preliminary reference procedure to obtain a dialogue between national and European courts how best to develop this area of law. Rather than a by-product of EU law, it needs to be conceived as a basis for liability across the Member States of the EU and one in need of a clearer theoretical underpinning if it is to thrive.

\textbf{IV Conclusions}

EU tort law exists in many forms. Its sources vary from Treaty provisions to directives to the case law of the CJEU, but share the common goal of giving remedies to EU citizens for breach of rights protected by EU law. It is evolving and arises in both private and public law. It has characteristics which distinguish it from mainstream tort or non-contractual liability, notably in its view of fault, its aims and objectives and in view of the distinctive guidance given by the CJEU in relation to its interpretation and application at the national level. In my article, I have highlighted its sources and its sector-specific origins, but also the nature of the difficulties which arise in trying to apply uniformly law – the source of which is that of the EU – in the national courts. In particular, I have highlighted problems arising from the reluctance of the national courts to make art 267 references and from the failure of courts to appreciate (as a result of the form of transposition) the need to treat EU-sourced law differently to domestic law or even to identify the possibility of granting a tortious remedy. Only limited attempts have been made to draw together a concept of ‘EU tort law’ or to consider the common issues which arise in its application and interpretation by the national courts.

The danger is that, as my article has highlighted, in failing to appreciate the true nature of EU tort law, national preferences may get in the way. This means assimilation with national provisions and reasoning which takes little account of the basis for the provision in question (as required by the teleological approach). Uniform interpretation of these

\textsuperscript{109} Giliker (fn 93) 53.
\textsuperscript{110} Ibid, 102 f.
provisions can only take place when we accept that the source of the legal right in question does make a difference to how it is applied in the courts.

By highlighting the nature of EU tort law and the difficulties that national courts across the EU have experienced in its application, this article seeks to give courts (and lawyers generally) a clearer appreciation of what we actually mean by the term ‘EU tort law’. It is a form of words often used in passing, but, as this article has shown, a more detailed conceptual analysis reveals that it is distinct from national tort law and raises significant questions about the relationship between the EU, the CJEU and the national court. EU tort law is an important but under-conceptualised source of rights for citizens, and the difficulties it raises are under-appreciated. It is to be hoped that this article will encourage lawyers to re-appraise this area of law and engage in further dialogue on how best to address the issues raised. Only by focussing on what we actually mean by ‘EU tort law’ will we gain an understanding of its content and rules and be able to ensure its correct interpretation and application in the courts of European Member States.
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